A stress-gradient material model was recently proposed by Forest and Sab [Mech. Res. Comm. 40, 16-25, 2012] as an alternative to the well-known strain-gradient model introduced in the mid 60s. We propose a theoretical framework for the homogenization of stress-gradient materials. We derive suitable boundary conditions ensuring that Hill-Mandel's lemma holds. As a first result, we show that stress-gradient materials exhibit a softening size-effect (to be defined more precisely in this paper), while strain-gradient materials exhibit a stiffening size-effect. This demonstrates that the stress-gradient and strain-gradient models are not equivalent as intuition would have it, but rather complementary. Using the solution to Eshelby's spherical inhomogeneity problem that we derive in this paper, we propose Mori-Tanaka estimates of the effective properties of stress-gradient composites with spherical inclusions, thus opening the way to more advanced multi-scale analyses of stress-gradient materials.
Introduction
Due to its lack of material internal length, classical elasticity fails to account for size effects frequently exhibited by e.g. nanomaterials. Generalized continua, which were introduced throughout the 20 th century have the ability to overcome this shortcoming. The literature on generalized continua is very rich, and we only point at the most salient features of some models, in order to contrast them with the newly introduced stress-gradient model (Forest and Sab, 2012; Sab et al., 2016) . The interested reader should refer to e.g. Askes and Aifantis (2011) for a more thorough overview. Higher-order and highergrade models (to be discussed below) on the one hand share the same underlying idea: their strain energy mixes two or more strain variables which are not dimensionally homogeneous, effectively introducing material parameters that must be homogeneous to their ratio. Non-local models, on the other hand, assume that the local stress at a material point is related to the strains in a neighborhood of this material point (Eringen, 2002) ; clearly, the size of this neighborhood then defines a material internal length.
The Cosserat model (Cosserat and Cosserat, 1909 ) is probably the earliest example of generalized continua. It belongs to the class of higher-order continua, where additional degrees of freedom (namely, rotations) that account for some underlying microstructure are introduced at each material point. Elasticplastic extensions of this model have been successfully used to explain the formation of finite-width shear bands in granular media (Mühlhaus and Vardoulakis, 1987) . Other examples of higher-order continua are the so-called micromorphic, microstretch and micropolar materials (Eringen, 1999) .
The strain-gradient model was introduced by Mindlin (1964) [and recently revisited by Broese et al. (2016) ] as the long wavelength approximation of a more general material model for which a micro-volume is attached to any material point (Mindlin, 1964) ; it is the most simple example of higher-grade continua, in which the elastic strain energy depends on the strain and its first gradient. Mindlin discussed three equivalent forms of this theory (Mindlin and Eshel, 1968) ; he later introduced second gradient models in order to account for cohesive forces and surface tensions (Mindlin, 1965) . The general first-gradient model requires in the case of isotropic, linear elasticity five additional material constants besides the two classical Lamé coefficients (Mindlin and Eshel, 1968) [this was recently questioned by Zhou et al. (2016) , who introduced a subclass of isotropic materials for which only three additional material constants are needed]. Identification of strain-gradient material models can therefore be a daunting task, and Aifantis (1992, 1997) intro-duced a simplified model requiring only one material internal length. This model was later refined by Gao and Park (2007) , who clarified the associated boundary conditions.
Having in mind the work of Mindlin and others on straingradient materials, it is natural to follow the path towards stressgradient materials. While the formulation of strain-gradient models relies on the elastic strain energy depending on the strain and its first-gradient, stress-gradient models rely on the complementary elastic strain energy depending on the stress and its first gradient. From this perspective, the Bresse-Timoshenko beam model (Timoshenko, 1921) can be seen as the first stressgradient model, since the complementary energy of such beams depends on the bending moment and its derivative [see also (Challamel et al., 2016a) ]. Despite this historical precedent, it was several decades before other stress-gradient theories were proposed, for plates Sab, 2011, 2017a,b) , then for continua (Forest and Sab, 2012; Polizzotto, 2014) . The reason for this relatively large time lapse can probably be attributed to the generally accepted premise that (owing to the linear stressstrain relationship) strain-and stress-gradient models should be equivalent. It is in fact a misconception: as will be shown in the present paper, the two material models are complementary rather than equivalent.
Due to the existence of at least one material internal length, homogenization of generalized continua produces macroscopic models which exhibit size-effects. In other words, the homogenized stiffness depends (at fixed volume fraction) on the absolute size of the inclusions. Generalized continua therefore appear as interesting ad-hoc microscopic models for materials that exhibit size-effects but behave otherwise classically at the macroscopic scale. Mori-Tanaka estimates of the size-dependent macroscopic stiffness were thus proposed for e.g. the micropolar (Sharma and Dasgupta, 2002) , second gradient (Zhang and Sharma, 2005) and simplified strain gradient (Ma and Gao, 2014) theories, successively. In all instances, the macroscopic stiffness was found to increase as the size of the inclusions decreased (the material internal lengths being fixed). This effect is usually referred to as the stiffening size-effect.
The goal of this work is the homogenization of stress-gradient materials. To this end, we set up a framework based on a generalized Hill-Mandel's lemma, from which we derive boundary conditions that are suitable to the computation of the apparent compliance of linearly elastic materials. In particular, we show that contrary to strain-gradient materials, stress-gradient materials exhibit a softening size-effect. We then set out to compute micromechanical estimates of the effective compliance of isotropic, linear elastic materials. We show that, in general, such materials are defined by three material internal lengths. Drawing inspiration from the works of Aifantis (1992, 1997) and Gao and Park (2007) , we propose a so-called simplified stress-gradient model with only one material internal length. We then solve Eshelby's spherical inhomogeneity problem for this simplified model. Finally, the resulting analytical solution is implemented in a Mori-Tanaka scheme. This estimate is compared with that obtained by Ma and Gao (2014) for strain-gradient elasticity.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls the derivation of the stress-gradient model introduced by Forest and Sab (2012) and Sab et al. (2016) . Only the essential steps of the derivation are recalled (the reader being referred to the above cited references for detailed calculations and proofs). Section 3 then discusses linear, stress-gradient elasticity and introduces our simplified model. Section 4 addresses homogenization of stress-gradient materials (in the case of microscopic material internal lengths). Eshelby's spherical inhomogeneity problem is then solved in section 5. The derivation is quite lengthy, and is only sketched out. Finally, section 6 is devoted to the implementation of the Mori-Tanaka scheme for stress-gradient materials.
In the remainder of this paper, we will deal with second-, third-, fourth-and sixth-rank tensors. In most situations, the rank of the tensor can be inferred from the context: therefore, the same typeface (namely, bold face) will be adopted for all tensors, regardless of their rank. However, where confusion can occur, the rank of the tensor under consideration will be specified with a lower-right index, e.g. T 3 , rather than T. We then define the following spaces of second-, third-, fourth-and sixth-rank
In other words, T 2 denotes the space of symmetric, secondrank tensors; T 4 denotes the associated space of fourth-rank tensors with minor symmetries. Likewise, T 3 denotes the space of third-rank tensors, symmetric with respect to their first two indices, while the symmetries of the elements of T 6 are consistent with those of the elements of T 3 . Unless otherwise stated, all tensors considered in the present paper will be taken in one of the spaces defined above. Therefore, statements like "n-th rank tensor T" will always assume that the tensor T under consideration is an element of T n . This is consistent with the fact that the gradient T ⊗ ∇ = ∂ i T ⊗ e i of a second-rank, symmetric tensor T is symmetric with respect to its first two indices: in other words, if T ∈ T 2 , then T ⊗ ∇ ∈ T 3 .
The trace of a second-rank tensor is classically defined as its total contraction; similarly, we define the trace of a third-rank tensor as its contraction with respect to its last two indices. The trace of T ∈ T 3 is therefore the vector T : I 2 = T ijj e i , and it is observed that the divergence T · ∇ of a second-rank tensor T ∈ T 2 is the trace of its gradient: T · ∇ = (T ⊗ ∇) : I 2 . It will be convenient to introduce the space T 3 ⊂ T 3 of third-rank, trace-free tensors
To close this section, we recall the components of the iden-2 tity tensors I 2 ∈ T 2 , I 4 ∈ T 4 and I 6 ∈ T 6
3b) I 6 = I ijpq δ kr e i ⊗ e j ⊗ e k ⊗ e p ⊗ e q ⊗ e r .
(3c)
The stress-gradient model
In the present section, we give a brief overview of the elastic stress-gradient model introduced by Forest and Sab (2012) . The basic assumptions of the model are first stated in section 2.1. The equations of the elastic equilibrium of stress-gradient materials are then recalled in section 2.2. It should be emphasized that the results presented here are not new: they were first introduced by Forest and Sab (2012) ; it was later shown by Sab et al. (2016) that the model was mathematically sound, to the point that it was successfully extended to finite-deformation (Forest and Sab, 2017) .
General assumptions of the model
In classical elasticity, the complementary stress energy of a Cauchy material occupying the domain Ω ⊂ R 3 is given by the following general expression
where w * denotes the volume density of complementary strain energy. It depends explicitly on the observation point x ∈ Ω to account for material heterogeneities.
In the model of Forest and Sab (2012) , stress-gradient materials are defined as continua for which the Stress Principle of Cauchy still applies (Marsden and Hughes, 1994, §2.2) , while the complementary stress energy density now depends on the local stress and its first gradient
where the explicit dependency on the observation point x ∈ Ω has been omitted. It is emphasized that the equilibrium of stress-gradient materials thus defined remains governed by the classical principles (in other words, the definition of statically admissible stress fields is unchanged). In particular, the traction σ · n must be continuous accross any discontinuity surface (n: normal to the surface). We will write [[σ] ]·n = 0, where [[•] ] denotes the jump across the surface. Traction continuity is a minimum regularity requirement, resulting from the Stress Principle of Cauchy. We will see in section 2.2 that the higher-order constitutive law of stress-gradient materials in fact requires continuity of the full Cauchy stress tensor σ.
It results from the equilibrium equation σ·∇+b = 0 (b: volume density of body forces) that all components of the stressgradient σ ⊗ ∇ do not play equal roles. Indeed, its trace (as defined in section 1) is constrained
and optimization of the complementary stress energy (5) must account for this constraint. This suggests the following decomposition of the stressgradient tensor as the sum of two third-rank tensors: σ ⊗ ∇ = Q + R, where R ∈ T 3 is trace-free (R : I 2 = 0).
Under the additional orthogonality condition R ∴ Q = R ijk Q ijk = 0 (where "∴" denotes the contraction over the last three indices of the left operand and the first three indices of the right operand), it was shown by Forest and Sab (2012) that this decomposition was unique [see also Sab et al. (2016) , as well as Appendix A of the present paper]. These authors called R (resp. Q) the deviatoric (resp. spherical) part of the stressgradient σ ⊗ ∇. In the present paper, we will refrain from using this terminology, as alternative definitions for the deviatoric and spherical parts of third-rank tensors have been proposed in the literature. For example, third-rank tensors are deviatoric in the sense of Monchiet and Bonnet (2010) if their contraction on any pair of indices is null. From our perspective, only the contraction on the last two indices is meaningful (as it relates to the connexion between gradient and divergence of a tensor field).
It is convenient to introduce the sixth-rank projection tensor I 6 such that R = I 6 ∴ (σ ⊗ ∇). In other words, I 6 is the orthogonal projector onto the subspace T 3 of trace-free, third rank tensors; it can be seen as the identity for this subspace. Some properties of I 6 are gathered in Appendix A. The volume density of complementary strain energy is now viewed as a function of σ, R and Q: w * (σ, R, Q). However, the third argument of w * is fixed, since Q = − 1 2 I 4 · b [see equation (A.5) in Appendix A]. As a consequence, there is no strain measure associated with Q, which plays the role of a prestress. Forest and Sab (2012) omitted this prestress, as its physical meaning remains unclear. In other words, the complementary strain energy density w * depends on σ and R only. Equation (5) is then replaced with (7) which effectively defines the stress-gradient model of Forest and Sab (2012) .
Equilibrium of clamped, elastic, stress-gradient bodies
It was shown by Sab et al. (2016) that minimizing the complementary stress energy W * defined by equation (7) results in the following boundary-value problem
which effectively defines a clamped, stress-gradient body (since the potential of prescribed displacements is null). In the above boundary-value problem, equations (8a), (8b) and (8c) are field equations (defined over the whole domain Ω), while equation (8d) is a kinematic boundary condition. The third-rank tensor ψ is the Lagrange multiplier involved in the constrained minimization of the complementary stress energy. More precisely, its trace u = 1 2 ψ : I 2 is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the constraint (8a) 1 (equilibrium equation), while its trace-free part φ = I 6 ∴ ψ is the Lagrange multiplier associated with (8a) 2 . It plays the role of both a generalized strain [see equation (8b) 
The strain measure e that is energy-conjugate to the stress σ [see equation (8b) 1 ] is not necessarily the symmetric gradient of a displacement. Indeed, combining equations (8c) and (9)
To emphasize this unusual point, e will be called in the remainder of this paper the total strain.
The mathematical analysis of problem (8) was recently carried out by Sab et al. (2016) . In the case of linear elasticity, assuming uniform ellipticity, these authors showed that problem (8) is well-posed. Besides, across any discontinuity surface, the flux of ψ and the full stress tensor σ are continuous
The last point is rather unusual. It is emphasized that it is a mere result of the modelling assumption that the complementary stress energy should depend on the stress tensor and the trace-free part of its gradient [see equation (7)].
As a consequence of this regularity result, it is perfectly acceptable to prescribe the full stress tensor at the boundary ∂Ω of stress-gradient materials. In other words, replacing boundary conditions (8d) with
where σ denotes the prescribed stress tensor, defines a wellposed problem (Sab et al., 2016 ) (up to a rigid body motion). It should be noted that σ needs not be constant over ∂Ω. Furthermore, both equations (8d) and (12) result in 6 independent scalar boundary conditions. It can further be shown that the solution to the boundary value problem defined by equations (8a), (8b), (8c) and (12) minimizes the complementary stress enery W * (σ, R) defined by equation (7), under the constraints (8a) and (12).
Before we close this brief overview of the stress-gradient model, it should be noted that it is of course possible to define more general boundary conditions Sab et al. (2016) . However, for the sole purpose of homogenization, it will prove sufficient to prescribe the stress tensor at the boundary. We will therefore focus on the boundary-value problem defined by the field equations (8a)-(8c) and the boundary conditions (12).
Linear stress-gradient elasticity
The general expression of the complementary energy density w * reads, in the case of linear elasticity
where the fourth-rank tensor S is the classical compliance of the material and the sixth-rank tensor M is the generalized compliance. Both S and M are symmetric (with respect to the doubledot and triple-dot scalar products, respectively). Since R is trace-free, M must further satisfy the following identity
As suggested in Forest and Sab (2012) , coupling between the stress tensor σ and the trace-free part of its gradient R = K ∴ (σ ⊗ ∇) was discarded in expression (13) of the complementary strain energy density w * . For centrosymmetric materials, this coupling vanishes rigorously. The constitutive laws (8b) then read
which can readily be inverted as follows
where
denotes the classical stiffness, while L denotes the generalized stiffness. Attention should be paid to the fact that, because of equation (14), the generalized compliance M is a singular sixth-rank tensor. It is however invertible within the space T 3 of trace-free, third-rank tensors; in this sense, the generalized stiffness L is the inverse of the generalized compliance M, and
A simplified model for isotropic, linear stress-gradient elasticity
The remainder of this paper is restricted to isotropic, linear, elastic stress-gradient materials. Then, it is shown in Appendix B that the compliance tensors S and M of isotropic materials are in general defined by five parameters, namely two elastic moduli and three material internal lengths. This leads to an unpractically complex theory (which would be extremely difficult to identify experimentally). We therefore introduce in the present section a simplified model that depends on three material parameters only, namely the classical shear modulus µ and Poisson ratio ν, and one material internal length, .
The derivation of our simplified stress-gradient model draws on the ideas of Aifantis (1992, 1997) , who proposed a three-parameter material model for strain-gradient elasticity, which is a restriction of Mindlin's general framework (Mindlin and Eshel, 1968) . In the simplified model of Aifantis (1992, 1997) [see also Gao and Park (2007) and Forest and Aifantis (2010) ], the strain energy density w reads
where λ and µ are the first and second Lamé coefficients, and is the material internal length. Similarly, we adopt here the following expression of the elastic stress energy density
It should be noted that a similar model was proposed by Polizzotto (2016) . However, in the present case, equation (14) must be enforced, which makes for slightly more complex expressions of the generalized compliance M. In particular, Eringen's equation σ − 2 ∆σ = C : ε (Eringen, 1983; Aifantis, 1992, 1997) is not retrieved (see also Forest and Aifantis, 2010 , for a discussion of this equation). After simple algebra, it is found from comparing equations (13) and (19)
where J 4 = 1 3 I 2 ⊗ I 2 and K 4 = I 4 − J 4 are the classical, fourthrank spherical and deviatoric projection tensors. The sixth-rank projection tensors J 6 and K 6 are defined in Appendix B. The expression of the generalized stiffness L readily results from the multiplication table B.1
Remark 2. Conversely, for the complementary energy density w * (18) to remain finite, the trace-free part R of the stressgradient σ ⊗ ∇ must vanish when → +∞. Furthermore, in the absence of body-forces, σ · ∇ = 0, and we find that the full stress-gradient vanishes. In other words, the stress field tends to be phase-wise constant when the material internal length becomes large.
Homogenization of heterogeneous, stress-gradient materials
In this section, we consider a heterogeneous body B composed of stress-gradient materials. Similarly to Cauchy materials, we introduce three different length-scales 1. the typical size d of the heterogeneities, 2. the size L meso of the representative volume element (RVE), the existence of which is postulated, 3. the typical size L macro of the structure and the length scale of its loading.
We assume that the heterogeneous material that the body B is made of is homogenizable and seek its effective behavior. This requires that separation of scales prevails. Besides the standard condition
continua with one material internal length as defined in section 2.3 further require conditions that involve both the size of the heterogeneities and the internal length. This paper is dedicated to materials for which
What is the expected macroscopic behavior of such heterogeneous materials? The very same question was explored by Forest et al. (2001) in the case of Cosserat media. By means of asymptotic expansions, these authors proved that under assumption (23), the heterogeneous material behaves macroscopically as a standard, linearly elastic material. The same argument would apply here, leading to the same conclusion. The macroscopic behavior of the heterogeneous, stress-gradient material is then characterized by the effective compliance S eff , which relates the macroscopic strain e to the macroscopic stress σ (where quantities between angle brackets denote volume averages over the RVE) through the standard constitutive equation e = S eff : σ , where the macroscopic variables are the average stress σ and the average total strain e [defined by equation (10)].
Following the terminology introduced by Huet (1990) (see also Ostoja-Starzewski, 2006) , the effective compliance is defined in the present work as the limit for large statistical volume elements (SVE) of the apparent compliance. It is then essential that the local problem that defines the apparent compliance satisfies the Hill-Mandel lemma. This is discussed in the next section.
The local problem and the Hill-Mandel lemma
The apparent compliance of the (finite-size) SVE Ω is classically defined from the solution to a local problem which expresses the elastic equilibrium of the stress-gradient, heterogeneous SVE Ω, subjected to no body forces and appropriate boundary conditions that ensure micro-macro energy consistency. These boundary conditions are identified from the HillMandel lemma, extended to stress-gradient materials as follows
where σ † ∈ T 2 is a divergence-free stress tensor, while u and φ are derived from an arbitrary third-rank tensor ψ ∈ T 3 through identities (9). In equation (24), the macroscopic term σ † ⊗ ∇ ∴ φ has been discarded, because the homogenized stressgradient material is expected to behave as a Cauchy material (no macroscopic gradient effect). The left-hand side of equation (24) is first transformed into a surface integral. From equations (9)
5 where the fact that σ † is divergence-free has been used. From the divergence formula, we then have
where n denotes the outer normal to the boundary ∂Ω of the SVE Ω. Therefore, the Hill-Mandel lemma holds, provided that
Remark 3. Plugging σ † = const. into equation (26), we find the following expression of the macroscopic strain e
then, using the decomposition (9) of ψ
In other words, the macroscopic strain is in general not the volume average of the symmetrized gradient of the "microscopic displacement" u = 1 2 ψ : I 2 . However, in a random setting (assuming that φ is a statistically homogeneous and ergodic random process), the last term in the above equation vanishes for Ω sufficiently large. In other words, the classical definition of the macroscopic strain is retrieved in that case.
In the remainder of this section, we prove that so-called uniform stress boundary conditions ensure that the Hill-Mandel lemma indeed holds. Starting from the right-hand side of equation (26), we now assume that the divergence-free stress-tensor σ † is fully prescribed at the boundary ∂Ω: σ † | ∂Ω = σ, where σ ∈ T 2 is a constant, prescribed stress. It should be again emphasized that such boundary condition is compatible with the stress-gradient model [see discussion in section 2.2, around equation (12)]. Then, from equation (28)
Furthermore, since σ is divergence-free, we have classically for all displacement field u
from which it results (selecting u affine) that σ † = σ. Gathering the above results, we find that
and uniform stress boundary conditions ensure that the HillMandel lemma holds.
Remark 4. The uniform stress boundary conditions introduced above can be viewed as a generalization of the classical static uniform boundary conditions (Kanit et al., 2003) . However, as already argued in section 2, while prescribing the traction at the boundary is indeed a static boundary condition, prescribing the remainder of the stress tensor involves the higher-order constitutive law of the material. We will therefore prefer the terminology "uniform stress boundary conditions" over "static uniform boundary conditions" in the present paper.
Remark 5. Alternative types of boundary conditions, that all ensure that the Hill-Mandel lemma holds, are proposed in Appendix C.
4.2. Apparent compliance -Uniform stress boundary conditions In the present section, we define the apparent stiffness of the SVE Ω from the following local problem
where σ ∈ T 2 is the constant prescribed stress at the boundary. It can be seen as the loading parameter for problem (33). For this local problem, the stress tensor σ is divergencefree; its gradient is therefore trace-free, and R = σ ⊗ ∇, which allows to replace R with σ ⊗ ∇ in equation (15) 2 [see equation (33b) 2 above]. Furthermore, the decomposition (9) of the tensor ψ has been introduced in the above problem. Equation (33b) 1 [which reproduces equation (10)] shows in particular that e − φ · ∇ must be geometrically compatible.
The local problem (33) must of course be complemented with the continuity requirements (11) at each interface between two phases. Sab et al. (2016) have recently shown that the boundaryvalue problem (33) is well-posed. Since this problem is linear, all local fields depend linearly on the loading parameter σ, which has been shown in section 4.1 to coincide with the macroscopic stress σ . We therefore introduce the apparent compliance S σ (Ω) as the fourth-rank tensor that maps the loading parameter onto the macroscopic strain
Since the Hill-Mandel lemma holds for the uniform stress boundary conditions (33c), the apparent compliance S σ (Ω) is a symmetric, fourth-rank tensor. Besides, under the assumption of statistical homogeneity and ergodicity, it converges to the effective compliance S eff as the size of the SVE Ω grows to infinity (Sab, 1992) .
It can readily be verified that the solution to the local problem (33) minimizes the complementary strain energy W * defined by equation (7). More precisely,
6
In particular, using σ(x) = σ = const. as test function, the classical Reuss bound is readily retrieved
Quite remarkably, the above bound does not involve the local generalized compliance M of the material. The variational definition (35) of the apparent compliance also leads to the following inequality [this is a straightforward extension of the proof of Huet (1990) ].
4.3. Softening size-effect in stress-gradient materials
The definitions and properties introduced above allow us to prove that stress-gradient elasticity tends to soften heterogeneous materials, in a sense that will be made more precise below. By contrast, strain-gradient elasticity tends to stiffen heterogeneous materials (see e.g. Ma and Gao, 2014) . This is proof enough that the stress-and strain-gradient theories define two different material models, and are not two dual formulations of the same material model as intuition might suggest. This result can be stated more precisely as follows. We consider two heterogeneous stress-gradient materials with compliances S (Ω) :
where R II = I 6 ∴ (σ II ⊗∇). Then, owing to the fact that material II is more compliant than material I
and the right-hand side quantity is equal to σ : S σ,II
(Ω) : σ. Letting the size of the SVE Ω grow to infinity then delivers
. It is noted that this result still holds if M I = 0 (no stress-gradient effects in material I). Besides, in the limit of large SVEs that is considered here, the actual boundary conditions are inconsequential (since the Hill-Mandel lemma guarantees their equivalence).
For the model with one material internal length defined in section 3 [see equation (20)], the above result means that increasing the material internal length (the size of the heterogeneities being unchanged) tends to decrease the effective stiffness. Conversely, decreasing the size of the heterogeneities (the material internal length being unchanged) tends to decrease the effective stiffness. In other words, stress-gradient materials exhibit as expected size-effects.
Strain-gradient models are often invoked to account for sizeeffects in nanocomposites. This is relevant for most nanocomposites, where so-called "positive" (or stiffening) size-effects are usually observed. However, numerical evidence from atomistic simulations suggest that some nanoparticles/polymer composites (Odegard et al., 2005; Davydov et al., 2014 ) might exhibit "negative" (softening) size-effects. For such materials, strain-gradient models are inadequate, while stress-gradient have the required qualitative behavior. It is emphasized that for both strain-and stress-gradient materials, boundary layers arise at the interface between matrix and inclusions (see section 5); such models are therefore conceptually suitable to describe interface effects in nanocomposites.
It should be noted that the one-dimensional differential model of Eringen (1983) is also known to exhibit softening size-effects (Reddy, 2007) . More recently, Polizzotto (2014) and Challamel et al. (2016b) observed the same trend for beams (seen as prismatic solids) and lattices, respectively.
Eshelby's spherical inhomogeneity problem
In this section, we derive the dilute stress concentration tensor B ∞ of a spherical inhomogeneity. This tensor is the basic building block that will be required in section 6 for the derivation of Mori-Tanaka estimates of the effective properties of stress-gradient composites. It is computed by means of the solution to Eshelby's inhomogeneity problem (Eshelby, 1957) . The general problem is stated in section 5.1; then, two analytical solutions are proposed in sections 5.2 and 5.3. The resulting dilute stress concentration tensor is finally derived and analyzed in section 5.4.
Statement of the problem
We consider a spherical inhomogeneity Ω i centered at the origin of the unbounded, 3 dimensional space R 3 ; a denotes the radius of the inhomogeneity (see Figure 1, left) . Spherical coordinates r, θ, ϕ will be used in sections 5.2 and 5.3 below (see Figure 1 , right) and it will be convenient to introduce the following second-rank tensors p = e r ⊗ e r , and q = e θ ⊗ e θ + e ϕ ⊗ e ϕ .
Both inhomogenity Ω i and matrix Ω m are made of linearly elastic stress-gradient materials: S i (resp. S m ) denotes the stiffness of the inhomogeneity (resp. the matrix). Similarly, M i (resp. M m ) denotes the generalized stiffness of the inhomogeneity (resp. the matrix). We use the simplified model introduced in section 3
where α is the material internal length (α = i, m). Introducing the indicator functions χ i and χ m of the inhomogeneity and matrix, respectively, we then define the heterogeneous compliance S and generalized compliance M The spherical inhomogeneity is subjected to a uniform stress σ ∞ at infinity. The equations of the problem are the field equations (33), the continuity conditions (11) at the interface r = a (with n = e r ) and the boundary condition lim r→+∞ σ = σ ∞ . The above problem is solved for two specific choices of the loading σ ∞ at infinity. In section 5.2, we derive the solution for an isotropic loading σ ∞ = σ ∞ I 2 . The solution for a uniaxial loading σ ∞ = σ ∞ e z ⊗e z is then presented in section 5.3. In both cases, the derivation follows the same steps that are gathered below.
1. Postulate (divergence-free) stress tensor σ. 2. Compute (trace-free) stress-gradient σ ⊗ ∇. 3. Compute total strain e from equation (33a) 2 . 4. Compute micro-displacement φ from equation (33b) 2 . 5. Express geometric compatibility of e − φ · ∇ [see equation (33b) 1 ]. 6. Use continuity conditions (11) and boundary conditions at infinity to compute integration constants.
To close this introductory section, it should be observed that the isotropic load case (see section 5.2) is not strictly necessary for the derivation of the dilute stress concentration tensor. Indeed, the uniaxial load case (see section 5.3) suffices to derive both spherical and deviatoric parts of this tensor (see section 5.4). Still, we chose to present the derivation of this simple solution, as an introduction to the more complex, uniaxial case.
Isotropic loading at infinity
In this section, we consider the case where the loading at infinity is isotropic, σ ∞ = σ ∞ I 2 , and postulate the following divergence-free stress tensor
where f denotes a dimensionless, scalar function of r and f its derivative with respect to r. It can readily be verified that [see
where the third-rank tensor a is defined as follows a = 2q ⊗ e r + e r ⊗ e r ⊗ e r − sym(e r ⊗ e θ ) ⊗ e θ − sym(e r ⊗ e ϕ ) ⊗ e ϕ .
Then, from equations (33a) 2 and (33b) 2 we find 2µ 
and express that e − φ · ∇ = [u] is geometrically compatible [see equation (33b) 1 ]. To do so, it is observed that
so that the general compatibility conditions in spherical coordinates reduce to a unique scalar equation ε 1 = [r(ε 1 + ε 2 )] . Furthermore, the displacement is given by u = r(ε 1 + ε 2 )e r . We therefore get the following equation for f 
Recalling that σ remains finite as r → 0 and that lim r→+∞ σ = σ ∞ I 2 , it is finally found that 
In equation (51), the integration constants A 2 , A 4 , B 1 and B 3 are found from the continuity of the following scalar quantities at the interface r = a σ rr , σ θθ = σ ϕϕ , φ rrr + u r and φ θθr = φ ϕϕr , (53) leading to four linearly independent equations. The closedform expression of this system or its solution is too large to be reported here. As an illustration, we consider in Figure 2 the case of a stiff inhomogeneity
and we study the influence of the material internal lengths i and m on the solution. Figure 2 (left) shows the radial stress σ rr for various combinations of ( i , m ). The classical case ( i = m = 0) is also represented. From these plots, it is readily deduced that Eshelby's theorem (Eshelby, 1957) does not hold for stress-gradient elasticity. In other words, the stress is not uniform within the inhomogeneity. Indeed, the continuity condition (11) 2 induces a boundary layer at the matrix-inhomogeneity interface. The thickness of this boundary layer is about a few i within the inhomogeneity [see equation (51)]. As a consequence, the stress field is nearly uniform at the core of the inhomogeneity for small values of the material internal length i . Similarly, for small values of the material internal length m of the matrix, the non-uniform stress within the inhomogeneity is close to the classical value.
Closer inspection of Figure 2 (left) shows that at a given point within the inhomogeneity, the radial stress does not evolve monotonically with the inhomogeneity's material internal length i . This is better illustrated on Figure 2 (right), which shows the radial stress at the center of the inhomogeneity as a function of i , for various values of m . It is observed that the radial stress at the center reaches a maximum for a finite value of i , which increases as m increases.
Uniaxial loading at infinity
In this section, we consider the case of a uniaxial loading at infinity, σ ∞ = σ ∞ e z ⊗ e z . The derivation is significantly more involved than in the previous case; it is only briefly outlined here. We postulate the following stress tensor
where f 1 , . . . , f 6 are unknown functions which depend on the radial variable r only. Expressing that the above-defined stress tensor must be divergence-free leads to the following differential equations
where primes again stand for derivation with respect to r. Computing the (trace-free) stress-gradient σ ⊗ ∇, then the microdisplacement φ and the strain e from the constitutive laws leads after simple but tedious algebra to the following decomposition of e − φ · ∇ e − φ · ∇ = g 1 (r) cos 2 θ + g 2 (r) sin 2 θ p + g 3 (r) cos 2 θ + g 4 (r) sin 2 θ q + g 5 (r) cos θ sym(e r ⊗ e z ) + g 6 (r) e z ⊗ e z , (57) where g 1 , . . . , g 6 are linear combinations of the unknown functions f 1 , . . . , f 6 and their derivatives with respect to r (the actual relationships between g 1 , . . . , g 6 and f 1 , . . . , f 6 are too long to be reported here). Expressing that e − φ · ∇ must be compatible [see equation (33b) 1 ] results in the following set of differential equations
Gathering equations (56) and (58) finally leads to a linear system of six differential equations with f 1 , . . . , f 6 as unknowns. The general form of these functions is given in Appendix D.2, where twelve integration constants are identified. Enforcing the continuity conditions (11) at the interface r = a (with n = e r ) again results in a linear system, the solution of which gives the values of these constants. Again, the closed-form expression of the linear system and its solution is too long to be reported here.
The axial stress σ zz along the polar axis of the inhomogeneity is plotted for various combinations of ( i , m ) in Figure 3 . The classical elastic constants of matrix and inhomogeneity are specified by equation (54). The plots are comparable to those of the isotropic load case (see Figure 2) . A stress boundary layer is again observed at the matrix-inhomogeneity interface; it is induced by the stress continuity condition (11) 2 . The axial stress at the center of the inclusion is not a monotonic function of the inhomogeneity's material length i : it reaches a maximum for a finite value of i , which increases as m increases (the exact location of this maximum differs from the isotropic load case).
5.4. The dilute stress concentration tensor of spherical inhomogeneities It is observed that Eshelby's inhomogeneity problem is linear. As such, the solution depends linearly on the loading parameter σ ∞ . In particular, the average stress over the inhomogeneity is related to σ ∞ through the fourth-rank tensor B 
B
∞ is the so-called dilute stress concentration tensor of the spherical inhomogeneity. It can readily be computed from the solutions derived in section 5.3. Indeed, it is inferred from the symmetries of the problem under consideration that B ∞ is isotropic and can be decomposed as follows
where J 4 and K 4 denote the classical fourth-rank spherical and deviatoric projection tensors, respectively, while sph B 
Indeed, using the general expression (55) of the stress tensor σ for the uniaxial load case (see section 5.3), it is readily found that the average stress over the inhomogeneity reads
with
From the decomposition (60) of the stress concentration tensor
which, upon combination with (62), finally gives
The above expressions of sph B ∞ and dev B ∞ are plotted in Figure 4 for various values of the material internal lengths i and m and the elastic constants specified by equation (54). It is observed that these coefficients tend to be generally more sensitive to the material internal length of the matrix, m than to the material internal length of the inhomogeneity, i .
Mori-Tanaka estimates of the effective properties of stressgradient composites
In this section, the above solution to Eshelby's spherical inhomogeneity problem (see section 5) is used to derive Mori and Tanaka (1973) estimates of the effective bulk and shear moduli of stress-gradient composites with monodisperse, spherical inclusions. We adopt a stress-based approach (in which the primary outcome is the effective compliance), and extend the presentation of Benveniste (1987) to stress-gradient materials.
We use the same notations as in section 5. In particular, a denotes the common radius of all inclusions. Both matrix and inclusions are stress-gradient materials, with bulk (resp. shear) modulus κ α (resp. µ α ) and material internal length α (α = i, m). Finally, f denotes the volume fraction of inclusions.
It can then readily be shown that the classical expressions of the Mori and Tanaka (1973) estimates of the effective properties remain valid for stress-gradient materials, provided that the classical dilute stress concentration tensor is substituted with the generalized dilute stress concentration tensor B ∞ derived in section 5.4. Therefore, using equation (14b) in Benveniste (1987) 
The above expression is readily split into its spherical and deviatoric parts. Inversion then gives the estimates of the effective bulk and shear moduli. It should be noted that unlike the studies of Sharma and Dasgupta (2002) , Zhang and Sharma (2005) and Ma and Gao (2014) for strain-gradient materials, our estimates are based on the solution to Eshelby's inhomogeneity (not inclusion) problem. We therefore do not need to rely on an approximate equivalent inclusion assumption to derive the above Mori-Tanaka estimates.
As an illustration, the resulting effective moduli are plotted in Figure 5 as a function of the volume fraction f of inclusions. We again chose the classical moduli of both phases according to equation (54), while we assumed that i = m (since it was shown in section 5.4 that the dilute stress tensor is not very sensitive to i ).
As expected, it is observed that for small values of the material internal length, the proposed estimates are close to the classical Mori and Tanaka (1973) estimates. Conversely, for larger values of the material internal length, these estimates tend to the classical bound of Reuss. This was also expected, since large material internal lengths tend to favor phase-wise constant stress fields (as already argued at the end of section 3). It should however be noted that the limit as i , m → +∞ is purely formal. Indeed, the above analysis is carried out within the framework of the scale separation hypothesis (23) considered in section 4; as a consequence, the largest material internal length considered in Figure 5 is i = m = a. Figure 5 also shows the Mori-Tanaka estimates of the effective elastic properties of strain-gradient materials proposed by Ma and Gao (2014) . These estimates are based on the so-called simplified strain gradient elasticity theory initially proposed by Aifantis (1992, 1997) and developed by Gao and Park (2007) . It is recalled that our own simplified material model (described in section 3) is very close in spirit to that of Gao and Park (2007) , which makes the comparison in Figure 5 relevant. Figure 5 is a visual illustration of the essential differences between strain-and stress-gradient materials that were already pointed out in section 4.3. Indeed, the region comprised between the Reuss and Voigt bounds is clearly divided in two non-overlapping subregions. Strain-gradient materials systematically fall in the region comprised between the classical effective properties and the corresponding upper-bounds of Voigt (stiffening size-effect), while stress-gradient materials systematically fall in the region comprised between the classical effective properties and the corresponding lower-bounds of Reuss (softening size-effect). This again shows that, although conceptually similar (one might be tempted to say that they are "dual"), the strain-and stress-gradient models define widely different materials.
Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the homogenization of stressgradient composites. We adopted the material model introduced by Forest and Sab (2012) and analyzed mathematically by Sab et al. (2016) .
We first proposed a simplified model of stress-gradient, linear elasticity. Like the model of Aifantis (1992, 1997) and Gao and Park (2007) for strain-gradient elasticity, it requires only one (rather than three in the general, isotropic case) material internal length.
Homogenization of stress-gradient materials was then carried out under the assumption that the material internal length is at most of the same order as the typical size of the heterogeneities. Observing that such materials are expected to behave macroscopically as classical linearly elastic materials, we proposed a general homogenization framework. We introduced uniform stress boundary conditions that fulfill the macrohomogeneity condition and proposed variational definitions of the effective elastic properties. We concluded that stress-gradient materials exhibit a softening size-effect. More precisely, a decrease of the size of the heterogeneities (the material internal length being kept constant) induces a decrease of the macroscopic stiffness. This result shows that stress-gradient materials are not equivalent to strain-gradient materials (which exhibit the opposite effect).
The paper closes with an illustration of the above general results. We produced Mori-Tanaka estimates of the effective properties of stress-gradient composites with spherical inclusions. These estimates are based on the solution to Eshelby's spherical inhomogeneity problem that is also derived here. More advanced homogenization techniques (including Hashin-Shtrikman bounds and full field simulations) will be explored in future works.
Our stress-gradient model is suitable to materials that exhibit softening size-effects. To the best of our knowledge, such materials are yet to be identified experimentally, even if they have been evidenced by atomistic simulations. The present work could then provide sound modelling grounds for this kind of materials.
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Appendix A. Trace-free part of a third-rank tensor It is recalled that the sixth-rank tensor I 6 is defined as the orthogonal projection (in the sense of the "∴" scalar product) onto the subspace T 3 of trace-free, third-rank tensors. Being a projector, I 6 enjoys the classical property I 6 ∴ I 6 = I 6 .
The remainder of this section is devoted to the derivation of a closed-form expression for I 6 . For any vector v, it is first observed that I 4 ·v ∈ T 3 is orthogonal to T 3 . Indeed, it is readily verified [using equation (3b) ] that for all T ∈ T 3 , T ∴ I 4 = T : I 2 . Therefore, for all R ∈ T 3
where the last equality results from the fact that R is trace-free. By a similar line of reasoning, we find the trace of the third-rank tensor I 4 · v
where d denotes the dimension of the physical space. We now consider T ∈ T 3 , and introduce the third-rank tensor Q From equation (A.2), we find that T and Q have same trace; thus, R = T − Q is trace-free. Furthermore, Q ∴ R = 0, since Q is of the form I 2 · v. In other words, we have produced the orthogonal decomposition T = Q + R, where R is trace-free. Therefore, R = I 6 ∴ T and
In particular, for a stress field σ statically admissible with the body forces
where R = I 6 ∴ (σ ⊗ ∇) and d = 3.
Appendix B. Isotropic stress-gradient linear elasticity
In order to show that the constitutive law of linearly elastic, isotropic stress-gradient materials is defined by five material parameters, the generalized compliance M is first expanded in the basis of sixth-rank, isotropic tensors T I , . . . , T VI introduced by Monchiet and Bonnet (2010) 
where the components I ijkl of the fourth-rank identity tensor I 4 are given by equation (3b) and "sym ij " denotes symmetrization with respect to the indices i and j. It can readily be verified that
Keeping in mind that M must have the major symmetry (which requires the coefficients of T III and T IV to be equal), the following expansion of M is adopted The coefficients m I , m II , m III , m V and m VI of this decomposition are not independent, since identity (14) must be satisfied. Using the decomposition (B.2) 2 of the projector I 6 and the multiplication table of the T • for the triple dot product ∴ [see Table  1 in Monchiet and Bonnet (2010) ], the following relations are found
Clearly, the first three tensors are linearly independent, which shows that the dimension of the space of sixth-rank, isotropic tensors M with major symmetry and such that I 6 ∴ M ∴ I 6 is 3. The tensors J 6 , K 6 and H 6
define a basis for this space, and it is readily verified that J 6 + K 6 = I 6 . The multiplication table for this basis is provided in table B.1. The above analysis shows that the compliance S and generalized compliance M of isotropic, linearly elastic stress-gradient materials are therefore defined by five material parameters µ (shear modulus), ν (Poisson ratio), J , K and H (material internal lengths)
In the present appendix, we propose alternative boundary conditions for the local problem of homogenization that ensure that the resulting stresses and strains satisfy the Hill-Mandel lemma.
Consistency with the Hill-Mandel lemma is checked through the verification of equation (27).
Appendix C.1. Kinematic uniform boundary conditions (KUBC)
We assume here that ψ · n = sym[(e · x) ⊗ n], where e is a constant tensor (generalized uniform kinematic boundary conditions). Then
: e dV = σ † : e, (C.1)
where the fact that σ † is divergence-free has been used. Substituting σ † = const. in the above also delivers [with equation (28) where e ∈ T 2 is the constant prescribed macroscopic strain; it is the loading parameter for the above problem. The macroscopic stress σ depends linearly on the loading parameter e. The apparent stiffness C ε (Ω) is defined as the linear operator which maps e = e to σ : σ = C ε (Ω) : e. It is a symmetric, fourth-rank tensor which, under the assumption of statistical homogeneity and ergodicity, converges to the effective stiffness C eff as the size of the SVE Ω grows to infinity (Sab, 1992) .
It can readily be verified that the solution to the local problem (C.4) minimizes the strain energy W * defined by equation (7). More precisely, In particular, using ψ(x) = I 4 · e · x as test function (u = e · x and φ = 0), the classical Voigt bound is readily retrieved
(C.6) Again, the above bound does not involve the local generalized stiffness L of the material. By a straightforward extension of the work of Huet (1990) , the variational definition (C.5) of the apparent stiffness also leads to the following inequality
Appendix C.2. Periodic boundary conditions (PBC) We now assume that the SVE Ω is a rectangular prism Ω = (0, L 1 ) × · · · × (0, L d ) and that σ † is Ω-periodic while ψ · n is Ω-skew-periodic, where e is a constant tensor and ψ = ψ−I 4 ·e·x.
It is first observed that, at the boundary of the unit-cell, 8) and, using equation (C.1)
: e, (C.9)
The first integral vanishes since σ † : ψ · n is Ω-skewperiodic
and we find again [plugging σ † = const. in equation (C.10)] that e = e . We have therefore verified that equation (27) , hence the Hill-Mandel lemma, hold for the periodic boundary conditions stated above.
Summing up, the apparent stiffness for periodic boundary conditions is defined from the solution to the following local problem [compare with problem (33)] σ · ∇ = 0, e = S : σ, (C.11a)
is Ω-skew-periodic, (C.11c) where e ∈ T 2 is the constant prescribed macroscopic strain; it is the loading parameter for the above problem. Again, the macroscopic stress σ depends linearly on the loading parameter e. The apparent stiffness C per (Ω) is defined as the symmetric linear operator which maps e = e to σ : σ = C per (Ω) : e.
Appendix C.3. Mixed boundary conditions
The mixed boundary conditions presented here can also be seen as an extension of the classical static uniform boundary conditions, where only the traction (not the full stress tensor) is prescribed at the boundary. We now assume that σ † · n| ∂Ω = σ · n and a · (ψ · n) · a| ∂Ω = 0, (C.12) where σ ∈ T 2 is a constant, prescribed stress a a = I 2 − n ⊗ n is the projection onto the tangent plane to the boundary. Owing to the symmetry of σ, a and ψ · n, we then have at the boundary
+ (σ † · n − σ · n) ⊗ n : ψ · n, (C.13) and both terms vanish owing to boundary conditions (C.12) 1 and (C.12) 2 , respectively. Therefore
e , (C.14)
where equation (28) has been used. Furthermore, it results from boundary condition (C.12) 1 and the equilibrium equation σ † · ∇ = 0 that σ † = σ. As a conclusion, identity (27) is again verified, which ensures that the Hill-Mandel lemma holds.
The apparent compliance of the SVE Ω can therefore be defined from the solution to the following local problem [compare with problem (33)] σ · ∇ = 0, e = S : σ, (C.15a)
where σ ∈ T 2 is the constant prescribed macroscopic stress; it is the loading parameter for the above problem. The macroscopic strain e depends linearly on the loading parameter σ. The apparent compliance S T (Ω) (where T stands for "traction") is defined as the linear operator which maps σ = σ to e : e = S T (Ω) : σ.
Remark 6. It should be noted that equation (C.15c) amounts to only 6 linearly independent scalar boundary conditions (as expected). Indeed, ψ·n is a second-rank, symmetric tensor, with only three independent in-plane components.
